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Upcoming Events
For Retail Investors


We are delighted to invite you to our joint TB Amati
Strategic Innovation and TB Amati Strategic Metals

27th September 2022 - London Lunch Seminar

.



Fund seminars with managers Georges Lequime,

For Financial Intermediaries 


Mark Smith, Mikhail Zverev and Graeme Bencke. At
Amati our aim is to offer distinctive funds that can

27th September 2022- London Breakfast Seminar 


act as true portfolio diversifiers, and now is an
exciting

time,

as

major

economic

and

4th October 2022 - Manchester Breakfast Seminar


societal

changes are creating long-term demand tailwinds

4th October 2022 - Leeds Lunch Seminar


for innovation. 

The

TB

5th October 2022 - Glasgow Breakfast Seminar 


Amati

Strategic

Metals

Fund

allows

5th October 2022 - Edinburgh Lunch Seminar 


investors to gain exposure to the metals required
for the transition to a lower carbon world, such as

6th October 2022 - Belfast Lunch Seminar 


those required for new battery technologies, as

11th October 2022 - Exeter Breakfast Seminar 


well as precious metals.


11th October 2022 - Bristol Lunch Seminar 


The TB Amati Strategic Innovation Fund adopts a
far broader approach to Innovation Investing than

12th October 2022 - Leicester Breakfast Seminar


peers. Not merely focussing on the pioneers, but

12th October 2022 - Birmingham Lunch Seminar 


also the enablers providing the picks and shovels,
and established businesses adopting innovations to

13th October 2022 - Norwich Lunch Seminar 




enhance their position. 

Both Funds invest globally and aim to capture the
out

performance

opportunity

offered

by

PFS Event

their

investment universe.

To

secure

your

place,

please

RSVP

to

info@amatiglobal.com or call our investor line on
0131 503 9115.

Please click the links to find out more information
on the seminars.
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Amati will be taking a stand at the Personal
Finance Society's Festival of Financial Planning
2022 on 1st and 2nd November at the NEC in
Birmingham for financial intermediaries. You will
have the opportunity to meet some of the Amati
fund managers and learn more about the Amati
funds. To register your attendance please click
here.
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Factsheets

Upcoming Brighttalks

as at 31/08/2022

15th September 2022, 11am  

The Small Cap Discount - Opportunity Knocks
Brighttalk. To register, please click here.

The past twelve months have been painful for
investors in UK small and midcap stocks with the
small, mid and AIM indices all seeing major
setbacks. As a result we are now seeing
opportunities in a number of high-quality smaller
companies with strong growth prospects whose
valuations are now significantly lower than their
recent history. For long-term investors, we
believe this disconnect between valuations and
growth prospects represents a rare chance to
increase allocations to small cap at attractive
prices

Scott McKenzie and David Stevenson will be
discussing recent developments and how the
Amati UK Small Cap Team intend to position the
UK Listed Smaller Companies Fund to benefit.


TB Amati UK
Listed Smaller
Companies Fund

Amati AIM VCT

Amati AIM IHT
Portfolio Service

TB Amati
Strategic Metals
Fund

Portfolio Updates


27th October 2022, 11am - Amati AIM IHT
Portfolio Service Update. To register, please
click here.

16th November 2022, 11am - TB Amati Strategic
Metals Fund Update. To register, please click
here.

17th November 2022, 11am - TB Amati UK Listed
Smaller Companies Fund Update. To register,
please click here.

23rd November 2022, 11am - TB Amati Strategic
Innovation Fund Update. To register, please
click here.

24th November 2022, 11am - Amati AIM VCT
Fund Update. To register, please click here.




TB Amati
Strategic
Innovation Fund

Amati AIM VCT Investor Hub

Valuations for Amati AIM VCT are now provided
online via the Investor Hub. Features of the Investor
Hub include:

• 24/7 Access to your clients’ holdings

• Client details

• Valuations

• Transaction History

• Dividend History

• View individual clients or run reports against all
clients linked



To register as an Intermediary to view your clients’
holdings online, please click here. Once registered,
please contact Amati Global Investors on 0131 503
9115 or by email info@amatiglobal.com and we will
arrange for your clients to be linked to your firm and
username.



Opinion Pieces
In case you missed some of the opinion pieces on
our funds, please note a selection below
Building a Global Fund in Times of Turbulenc
Great things come in small packages
Innovation Frontier - The Modernization of
Electricity Infrastructure


Please click here to visit our media section to view
further content.
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Electrification
Introduction

he

T

in

As individuals make the change to these more sustainable

electrical infrastructure, motivated by the changing way

world

is

facing

a

huge

step

up

in

spending

approaches, they take electrical energy from the grid which

we produce and then use energy.

used

The pressures of climate change and the geopolitics affecting
security

of

gas

supplies

are

pushing

governments,

to

come

down

a

pipe.

This

increased

demand

also

requires upgrading of the network.

companies

and households to fundamentally reconsider their access to and

Extreme Weather

consumption of energy.
The

third

comes

Drivers Of Change

significant

from

the

driver

of

increase

in

network
extreme

capital

investment

weather

we

have

witnessed over the past few years. Whether it has come
Moving to a decentralised structure
from forest fires in California or freak snow storms in Texas,
When the last significant wave of infrastructure investment into

grid

power generation happened in the 1950's & '60's, the grid was

equipment to prevent the more regular blackouts seen in

set up to source power for a relatively small number of very

many parts of the world. The causes and consequences of

large

climate change are forcing their hands.

electricity

generation

units

-

typically

coal

or

nuclear

operators

are

being

forced

to

upgrade

aging

powered. These huge units supplied power over long distances
with very stable production. 


Geopolitics

This structure served us well until power generation began to

As if the structural issues were not enough, the industry is

change with the arrival of renewables. By their nature individual

now seeing huge political pressure to speed-up the process

wind or wave turbines, or solar sites are small compared to a

to

large coal plant and tend to be widely dispersed. This means

Russian

high costs of connection to the local or national grid, particularly

shortage

if they are offshore. The unfortunate truth about renewables is

brought a tangible urgency to the process of electrification

that they are often best located in areas well away from where

via renewable sources.

reduce

reliance

on

oil

and

natural

gas

following

the

invasion of Ukraine. The very real threat of a global
of

energy

has

lit

a

fire

under

the

sector

and

the energy is consumed. 


Adding

power

doesn't

always

complexity
order

to

control.

for

sources
blow)

grid

increase

The

which
have

operators,
the

greater

are

created
and

flexibility

the

more

of

an

this
the

proportion

of

variable

(the

additional

requires

level

investment

system

and

power

from

The Innovation Cluster

wind
of

Having

identified

the

evidence,

we

then

;

in

value chain of the companies involved

maintain

generators

variable

and

grid

operators

look

across

the

including the power

(utilities),

machinery

and

component manufacturers, construction contractors, smart

sources, the bigger the problem. Since governments around the

grid

world committed to the Paris Agreement for carbon reduction

managers.

the process is accelerating but is still in the early stages. 


'Innovation Cluster' and by digging into each segment we

technology
The

providers

resulting

and

group

of

independent
companies

we

facility
call

the

can assess their respective advantages and challenges. By
In

a

recent,

and

extremely

detailed

study

by

Princeton
reviewing these different factors and speaking with experts

University, the team assess the capital requirements in terms of
from across our network we home in on the those with the
investment

in

renewable

generation

and

the

associated
most attractive reward for the risk. Here we are looking for

transmission under several probable scenarios. In even their least
structurally advantaged businesses with limited competition
impactful scenario the US alone will need to spend an additional
and a long potential runway for growth. Companies which
$210 bn by 2030 and ~$1 tn by 2050. However, in the scenario
meet

these

characteristics

typically

demonstrate

high

which most likely achieves the net zero targets, that investment
operating

margins,

have

low

financial

leverage,

and

more than doubles.
generate solid returns on capital through the cycle. Earlier

Electrification of Everything

stage

‘Pioneers’

may

not

yet

have

reached

this

level

of

maturity, but we look for evidence that they are on a clear
The drive to reduce emissions has led to a wave of investment
and government support for new products such as EVs and heat
pumps

to

replace

internal

combustion

cars

and

gas

heating

respectively.
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path to achieve it over our 3-5 year investment horizon.
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The Future

For the Energy Transition cluster, the cable manufacturers in
particular stand out as they operate in a highly consolidated
segment and their growth is skewed in the near term
towards their higher margin, subsea revenues. The relatively
high capital intensity and long lead times associated with
new manufacturing capacity mean that barriers to entry are
high. The two pure-play market leaders are Prysmian and
Nexans and both offer material upside with attractive risk
profiles. With a material increase in production capacity
about to come on-stream in the US, Prysmian has the edge
in our view.

Many countries are only just waking up to the true extent of
the infrastructure investment required to meet the goals of
the Paris Accord and to respond to the already changing
nature of the climatic and geopolitical conditions. Yet most
of the investment plans to date fall far short of the
impending requirements to achieve a fully Net Zero future.
As renewables continue to gain share in the provision of
energy, network upgrades will be necessary just to keep the
lights on. 

The transition to cleaner energy sources also brings with it
the need for an increase in energy storage through gravity,
heat, or chemical systems, which further increases the
complexity and the capital required. All of this at a time of
rising inflation, already high tax and debt burdens, and a
cost-of-living squeeze. There has rarely been a time when
efficiency improvements through innovation were more
needed than today.


Geopolitics
Among the specialist equipment providers, we again
find significant consolidation and particularly identify US
listed Hubbell Inc as a clear beneficiary of network
expansion and hardening. All three businesses are
'Enablers' in our terminology, meaning they are
supporters of the Innovation leaders (known as
'Pioneers'). Companies in this cohort tend to have lower
binary outcome risk than the Pioneers but benefit from
the same underlying trends. Companies which are
'Adopters' of the innovative changes in the space, in this
case mostly the utilities, are of less interest from an
investment standpoint given the typically high levels of
regulatory intervention and restricted availability of
returns.

Written by

Graeme Bencke
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Atlantic Lithium
A

This development project is very strategic given its location
to infrastructure and power. The Takoradi port (deep sea
port) and adjacent grid power will lend itself to a low carbon
footprint, and the high quality product could be key to
servicing the US and European battery market. Ghana has a
pro mining investment framework with stable fiscal policies
and with a 10% free carry in mining projects. This aligns the
countries interests with the mining company and encourages
stakeholder engagement across all parties involved, both at
the national and regional levels.


tlantic Lithium is an AIM Listed and soon to be ASX
listed lithium development company. It has a hard
rock lithium portfolio of properties in Ghana and Cote
d’Ivoire.

The flagship project in Ghana – Ewoyaa lithium pegmatite
contains 30.1Mt at 1.26% Li2O. This resource is subject to a
prefeasibility study looking at a 12yr life-of-mine open pit,
producing 300,000 tonnes per year of (6% Li contained
=SC6) spodumene concentrate. The value of the project will
greatly exceed US$800m, as the scoping study was run at
$900/t SC6. Current SC6 prices are greater than $5,000/t.
Atlantic Lithium is fully funded to production by Piedmont
Lithium who own 50% of the project. This resource is of high
quality because a >6% spodumene concentrate can be
achieved by a coarse (6mm) crush. Recoveries are over 85%
and the concentrate has low contaminants, <1% Fe2O3, <3%
combined Na2O & K2O. The processing flow sheet is by
simple gravity with no early flotation required. This all lends
itself to low capital development of <$100m. 


The value proposition – the TB Amati Strategic Metals Fund
has 3.72% weighting in this stock as part of a 27% allocation
in lithium stocks. As with many resource development
investments the market is slow to recognise the geological
potential ‘outside of the mine gate’, and just value the
company according to the published report. The geology
doesn’t stop at country boundaries and Atlantic Lithium has
prospective ground in Cote’d’Ivoire and regional exploration
ground in Ghana, which the market gives zero value for. We
expect this high grade lithium resource to grow in the short
to medium term, if the company is not subject to any M&A.

There is potential to expand the resource due to significant
exploration potential. Only 13km2 have been drilled on the
1,334km2 tenure package. The company is currently drilling
37,000m to upgrade the resource and expand exploration. 


Written by

Mark Smith

Multiple mineralized corridors have been defined through soil
geochemistry. We expect the resource to expand given the
geology, geochemistry and geological structures are
conducive for pegmatitic intrusions (Figure 1).




Figure 1 - Ghanaian land package

Source: Atlantic Lithium
The TB Amati Strategic Metals Fund invests in companies that have operations in 

developing markets and which therefore may be subject to higher volatility due to political, economic and
currency instability.
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Qiagen
Moving to a decentralised structure
iagen

Q

TB

The relationship between machines and tests/reagents

Amati Strategic Innovation Fund. It is a research tool

has created a sticky customer base. One that is tolerant

and reagent provider for academic and commercial

of

labs, providing both tests and machines to run those

offset

tests.

clinical testing, moving away from Qiagen’s instruments

Qiagen

is

made

samples
involves
contain

a

its

name

useable
kits,

portfolio

for

for

with

held

sample

downstream

which

pre-prepared

company

the

testing.

and

the

preparation;

company

enzymes

within

is

of

famous,

reagents

for

additional
inflation.

annual

As

the

price

increase

company

brought

pushes

in

further

to

into

and consumables will be increasingly difficult because

making

Part

the

clinical lab workflows can't be changed easily given the

this

regulatory hurdles involved.

these




specific

Qiagen has benefited from Covid-19 testing, which has

routine procedures that are run daily – making the life of the

increased their installed base of machines. In the most

user that much easier. I can personally vouch that without

recent financial results, the contribution from Covid-19

Qiagen kits for things such as PCR and gel extraction, DPhils

was better than expected driving an upgrade to outlook.

would take much longer. 


Guidance

We don’t hold Qiagen for reasons of nostalgia. However, a

the

new CEO has started to gain credibility, his messaging is all
about

delivering

on

guidance

with

a

focus

on

assumes

that

the

vast

majority

of

C19

revenues have already been earned for the year, with
non-Covid-19

business

also

growing

10%

year

on

year. Consequently, current year performance looks well

organic

underpinned

investment to deliver sustained double-digit growth .


while

growth

in

the

outer

years

should

accelerate as the “5 Pillars” contribute a greater share
This

is

built

on

increased

investment

in

research

and

and the installed base is leveraged further. 



development, boosting it to 9-10% of revenue. The renewed
focus on innovation is expected to drive double digit growth
across

the

5

key

products/franchises

of

the

Group,

into

which Qiagen will direct 65% of the R&D spend. These ‘5
Pillars’ are: the QiaSat-Dx instrument for sample to answer
insight in disease panel testing; NeuMoDx which is a fully
automated

integrated

QuantiFeron,
QiaCuity

molecular

pre-molecular

Digital

PCR

diagnostic

diagnostic

machines

and

machine;

collection
finally

tubes;
Sample

technology. The rest of the business should grow at midsingle

digit

rates.

The

5

Pillars

comprised

~55%

of

2021

revenue, and given the additional investment they should
become an even more dominant force in the portfolio.

The bulk of Qiagen’s business is built on selling reagents,
tests and kits. The more of these that are used the more
Qiagen grows. It is a simple formula and driving this is the
key to future value creation. Naturally then, the boost to
research and development has two major foci; increasing
test

menu

and

increasing

machine

automation.

Increasing

the test menu broadens and deepens the range of tests that
can

be

run

on

Qiagen’s

machines;

increasing

their
Written by

functionality. By increasing the test menu, Qiagen will also be
able

to

second
which

better
area

leverage

of

speeds-up

fucus

their

is

already

increasing

through-put

and

installed

base.

machine

automation

decreases

down-time,

thus driving more spend on reagents, tests and kits.

Dr Gareth Blades

The




Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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AMATI AIM VCT
AMATI AIM IHT PORTFOLIO SERVICE

Craneware
C

raneware is an AIM-listed stock that we own in
the Amati AIM VCT, AIM IHT Portfolio Service
and the TB Amati UK Listed Smaller
Companies Fund.
As the cost-of-living crisis continues to lengthen and
deepen, European and UK households will be the
hardest hit, as energy costs continue to rise sharply
and take up more discretionary spend. Whilst North
America is affected by rising inflation too, we believe
their lack of dependence on Russia for sources of
energy and commodities such as wheat, will lead to
better outcomes than in Europe and that exposure to
the US economy and dollar revenues will be of
benefit to portfolios. Craneware provides hospital
management software to around 40% of US hospital
groups, and a significant proportion of revenues are
annual recurring revenues. 

US healthcare is shifting slowly towards more ‘valuebased healthcare’ which aims to reduce costs and
improve patient outcomes. Healthcare spending in
the US represents a larger proportion of GDP (17%)
than in other developed countries (European
countries spend around 10-12%) and there are
concerted efforts to reduce costs. Craneware helps
hospitals and other healthcare providers navigate the
labyrinthine complexities of US healthcare billing,
pharmacy management and healthcare pricing,
through their Trisus platform and software solutions.
Ensuring that medical procedures and dispensing are
correctly coded and charged to avoid under- and
over-charging. Therefore, improving the
administrative and financial efficiency of their
customers. The company has delivered earnings
upgrades since their acquisition of Sentry Data
Systems (SDS) last year, which gave them reach into
more hospitals and pharmacies and provided them
with further solutions to simplify pharmacy
procurement and compliance. SDS delivers the 340B
programme, which allows pharmaceutical companies
to deliver low-cost drugs to people in need. As the
only independent 340B programme not linked to the
‘payers’ (insurance companies), Craneware combined
with SDS is in a particularly strong and trusted
position.

We met the Chief Marketing Officer in the US in
August and Mark Montgomery said the continued
shift of their clients onto Trisus was progressing
well. This drives a small improvement in customer
ratings too in surveys. He was also delighted that
customer satisfaction scores in SDS had markedly
improved and that significant cross-selling and
upselling opportunities are coming through. 

The company has a strong balance sheet, with
cash generation set to reduce net debt rapidly and
return to its normal net cash position. The high
proportion of contracted revenues, all in US
dollars, reassure. Whilst sales team costs are
borne in the US, most of the software
development is done in Scotland. This means that
developments costs and staff attrition are lower
than the equivalent in the US. 




Written by
Anna MacDonald

Investment in smaller companies can be higher risk than Investment in well-established blue chip
companies. Funds investing significantly in smaller companies can be subject to more volatility due to
the limited marketability of the underlying asset.
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Solid State
olid State has been a holding in our AIM VCT
for 10 years, and during that period it has
grown organically through structurally
expanding markets, and also through small bolt-on
acquisitions. It specialises in electronic components,
custom assemblies and manufactured units,
employed in ruggedised applications with high
reliability requirements. End customers require
complex engineering, often involving design-in
support, and the products tend to be performancecritical. Markets include defence, energy generation,
aerospace, medical, transport and environmental,
involving a loyal and blue-chip customer base.
Commoditised consumer electronics have been
avoided. Compound growth rates over the last four
years have been 16% for sales and 23% for EPS. 

Solid State, whilst being cash generative with a
strong balance sheet, has so far not made
acquisitions of scale. In July, however, it announced
a US deal which has the potential to change its
prospects materially, adding 20% to global
revenues. It acquired Custom Power, a battery pack
manufacturer based in California. The global battery
and power technology market continues to show
accelerating structural growth.

Solid State and Custom Power are involved in pack
manufacture and assembly, which sits at the end of
the supply chain. They are agnostic to cell materials
and chemistry, and so can participate across a
broad range of applications. Solid State already has
operations in the US, and this acquisition will bring
technology and marketing synergies. Custom Power
is a 30 year old business, and is being divested by
private equity with the founder remaining on board.

To fund the £37m earnings enhancing deal, Solid
State raised more £28m from an oversubscribed
placing and open offer, which the Amati AIM IHT
Portfolio Service participated in. The combined
group, which has a market capitalisation of around
£125m, has a number of the attributes we look for in
an IHT holding: significant founder stakes, dividend
growth, and a strong business heritage. In a
company of this size, large acquisitions have
significant potential to “move the dial”, and we are
positive about the future prospects for Solid State.

S

Written by
David Stevenson

Investment markets and conditions can change rapidly and as such the views expressed should not
be taken as statements of fact nor should reliance be placed on these views when making
investment decisions. Past performance. is not a reliable indicator of future performance
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Charitable Engagement
A

mati Global Investors gives 10% of its net profits
to UK registered charities. These are nominated
by Amati’s shareholders in proportion to their
ownership.

EDA has also set up a school for 150 children, and
they are looking to make space for another 60. As
other schools have closed, this is now the only Syrian/
Lebanese school left open.


Based on 2021 results, Amati is making donations of
around £376,000 in 2022. One of the charities
supported in 2021 and 2022 is Edinburgh Direct Aid
(EDA), which works primarily with Syrian refugees in
Lebanon, but this year has expanded its work to
Ukraine too. EDA run a music programme for children
in the refugee camps in Arsal, and this year put on the
highly successful Beqaa Children’s Carnival in May. The
regular programme sessions include musical exercises
targeted specifically towards improvements in the
behaviours of individual children, visual, auditory and
tactile processing, social skills, relaxation, emotional
intelligence and processing, fine and gross motor
skills, cognition and memory. 



Paul Jourdan writes: “In the UK the energy crisis will
cause great hardship with winter. In Lebanon it will
cause devastation, as these communities are so
vulnerable, living in makeshift accommodation and
tents. The cold winter temperatures will make survival
hard. EDA is a remarkable charity accomplishing an
extraordinary amount with very limited resources. It is
staffed completely by volunteers who pay their own
way. It does no marketing. The music programme is
run by Nigel Osborne, composer, polymath and
former professor of music at Edinburgh University,
who famously set up a music programme in Bosnia in
the 1990s after the war there.” For more information
on EDA’s work, please click here.
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Stewardship Code
We are pleased to report that our submission to remain a
signatory to the UK Stewardship Code was successful.
The code sets high stewardship standards for those
investing money on behalf of UK savers and pensioners,
and those that support them. Stewardship is the
responsible allocation, management and oversight of
capital to create long-term value for clients and
beneficiaries, leading to sustainable benefits for the
economy, the environment and society.

Graeme Bencke joined Amati in May 2022
as a Fund Manager for the TB Amati
Strategic Innovation Fund. Graeme began
his career as an equity analyst at F&C
Investments before going on to manage
the European Smaller Companies fund for
5 years. He then spent 12 years with AIG
(later renamed PineBridge Investments)
where he led the European and then
Global equity teams, combining this with
his role as Equity Strategist for the Group.
Graeme
has
always
managed
concentrated, high conviction equity
portfolios from across the full market cap
spectrum, and with a focus on strong
businesses with longer term growth
potential. His interest in innovation extends
beyond the fund through his nonexecutive role at Torvius where he helps to
mentor start-up companies. Graeme holds
a first-class BSc in Business Management
from Royal Holloway University of London
and is an associate member of the Society
of Investment Professionals (ASIP).

Risk Warning

David Lodge joined Amati in May 2022 as
an IT Developer to help with the
development and maintenance of Amati's
internal bespoke applications.



Prior to Amati, he was the lead application
developer working on the creation of a
unique streamlined recruitment CRM
system built from the ground up in
collaboration
with
recruitment
professionals. In this role, he worked on
developing CV parsing technology,
invoicing functionality, granular user
privileges, reporting, metrics and security
systems amongst many other features.
David has also worked in digital marketing,
SEO and website development.
Francis Ahanonu joined the Amati
investment administration team in June
2022, having completed his degree in
Immunology at the University of Edinburgh.
Based on academic merit Francis was a
Robertson Trust Scholar. Prior to joining
Amati Francis was an Intern at Energy
Action Scotland, involved in raising
awareness on fuel poverty in Scotland.
Outside of work Francis is an avid football
fan and enjoys playing football.
Inez Ling joined Amati in August 2022,
working closely with the Investment Team
offering support and conducting research
into the integration of ESG considerations
into the investment process. Previously Inez
held roles in Stewart Investors and First
State Investments, gaining experience in
Operations, Marketing, Direct Corporate
Access and ESG reporting. Inez holds the
CFA Investment Management Certificate
(IMC) and the IAQ from the Securities &
Investment Institute and is currently working
towards the CFA Certificate in ESG
Investing.
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This newsletter does not constitute investment, tax, or
legal advice, and nor does it constitute an offer, invitation
or solicitation to invest in the products described. Amati
will not provide any investment, tax, or legal advice, or
make any personal recommendations as to the suitability
or otherwise of these products. Before investing in our
products we recommend that you contact your financial
adviser.

These investment products place your capital at risk and
you may not get back the full amount invested, even
allowing for any tax breaks. The value of your investment
may go down as well as up. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future performance. Investors should
be aware that any investment in equities is subject to
risk, and that investment in smaller companies, in
particular unquoted companies and those quoted on the
Alternative Investment Market (AIM), carries an even
higher risk than that of larger companies listed on the
main market of the London Stock Exchange. This is due
to the higher volatility and lack of liquidity often found in
smaller company shares, as well as typically higher levels
of business specific risks. Illiquidity means that buying
and selling portfolio holdings may take some time, and in
a worst case scenario portfolio companies could be
delisted from AIM, making them very difficult to buy or
sell, which in turn could affect the value of your
investment. Current tax rules and the available tax reliefs
offered on investments into AIM-quoted stocks may
change at any time, and there is a considerable risk that
if the legislation changed in respect of these tax reliefs,
then those portfolio companies that no longer qualified
for such reliefs would be subject to heavy selling
pressure, potentially leading to significant investment
losses.
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